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Abstract—The exponential rise in the demand of wireless 

communication has revitalized academia-industry to achieve more 

efficient networking solution. To meet these demands Wireless 

Sensor Networks (WSNs) have always been the dominating 

solution, however static node and network characteristics confine 

its suitability for applications under dynamic topology. 

Strengthening WSN with fault-resilient route decision by exploiting 

dynamic network parameters such as current congestion 

probability, buffer availability, and packet injection rate can 

ensure reliable and Quality of Service (QoS) communication over 

WSNs under dynamic network topology. With this motivation, in 

this paper multiple network parameters based Fault-resilient and 

QoS centric Dynamic Network Sensitive Routing Protocol (FQ-

DNSRP) is developed. FQ-DNSRP exploits network parameters at 

the different layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack, i.e., 

Application Layer, Network Layer, MAC Layer, and PHY Layer to 

derive a Node Rank Matrix that helps in identifying best forwarding 

node for deadline sensitive and reliable data transmission. Some of 

the key novelties are service differentiation based data prioritization 

and resource allocation,  pro-active node management, congestion 

awareness, dynamic link quality estimation, packet injection ratio 

estimation, deadline sensitive data prioritization, and physical 

switching that cumulatively ensures fault-resilient and QoS delivery 

over WSN. Simulation results revealed that the proposed FQ-

DNSRP model exhibits satisfactory performance for real time data 

delivery over mobile-WSNs that can be significant for numerous 

applications, including IoT ecosystems. 

Keywords—Mobile-Wireless Sensor Network, Fault-resilient 

routing, Quality of Service, Network Aware Routing Protocol, Mission 

Critical Communication. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The exponential rise in wireless communication systems and 
associated applications has revitalized global academia-industry 

to achieve more efficient routing protocol to meet uprising 
demands. Amongst major available wireless communication 
systems, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have played vital 
role in enabling communication services for public surveillance, 
traffic surveillance, industrial monitoring and control, defense 
systems, healthcare purposes [1][2]. In fact, the decentralized and 
Ad-hoc characteristics of WSN make is a dominating network 
solution for to meet major short-range communication purposes. 
WSNs plays decisive role in Mission Critical Communication 
(MCC) purposes where sensor nodes collect event data and 
forwards to the sink or base station for decision process [3]. In 
practice, this process might undergo single hop transmission as 
well as multiple hop transmission. Considering application 
specific scenarios, majority of WSNs applications demand scalar, 
data driven and data centric, reliable and delay sensitive 
transmission to avail QoS [4][5]. To ensure QoS delivery WSN 
requires delay-resilient and reliable data transmission while 
ensuring maximum throughput, minimum end-to-end delay, 
minimum packet loss and retransmission probability and 
minimum energy consumption. Being battery operated 
communication system, retransmission caused energy exhaustion 
leads higher (WSN node) death rate and hence QoS violence. 
Furthermore, there are numerous application specific scenarios 
such as battle fields, oceanic sensor networks, border security etc, 
where regular battery replacement is not feasible [6]. On 
contrary, these applications demands inevitable provision of 
timely and efficient data delivery to the base station to make 
timely decision. 

In practice, there are numerous factors pertaining to sensor 
nodes and associated topological constructs such as residual 
energy of a node or varying topology which affects link between 
nodes that eventually makes transmission vulnerable or fault 
prone [7]. In addition, there are a number of network conditions 
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such as inter-node distance, deadline time for a packet, buffer 
availability per packet, link quality between nodes that decides 
reliability or fault-resilience of a transmission path to ensure QoS 
delivery. To ensure QoS and MCC provision ensuring fault-
resilience is an inevitable need in WSNs. Typically, there are two 
fault-resilience paradigms applied so far to meet QoS demands, 
first the post-fault solution and second the fault-preventive 
measures. In the first approach [8], the emphasis is made on the 
detection of fault (event) followed by alternate path formation or 
node substitution to constitute a forwarding path for successful 
data delivery. Undeniably this approach applies repairing 
mechanism to augment fault-resilience in WSNs; however QoS 
violation during fault period couldn‟t be ignored. Unlike this 
approach, the fault-preventive measure ensures maintaining 
optimal link quality and reliable transmission to avoid any fault-
probability. This mechanism intends to avoid any possible link 
outage by assessing or predicting current network conditions. 
With this motivation, we have applied this approach to derive a 
robust fault-resilient and QoS centric MCC communication over 
WSNs. In this paper a novel network condition aware fault-
resilient routing model is derived as a fault-preventive measure 
that exploits current network parameters such as adaptive link 
quality (ALQ), buffer availability, Packet Injection Rate (PIR), 
deadline time of the data packets to perform best forwarding 
node selection. Here, the consideration of adaptive link quality 
(ALQ) can ensure optimal node selection even under varying 
network topology [9]. Similarly, the consideration of deadline 
time of packets could make proposed routing protocol efficient in 
delivering MCC over WSNs [10]. Similarly, the consideration of 
current buffer availability and PIR can augment strengthens our 
proposed model to ensure that the node possesses sufficient 
bandwidth to accommodate and forward data packets. This 
approach ensures the selection of a fault-resilient path selection 
for QoS delivery over WSNs. To achieve this, we have exploited 
the features of cross-layer architecture of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol 
stack. In the proposed cross-layer architecture encompasses 
Application layer, Network layer, Medium Access Control 
(MAC), and Physical (PHY) layer. Additionally, the concept of 
Service Differentiation (SD) and resource prioritization ensures 
event driven QoS communication over WSNs under dynamic 
network conditions. The MATLAB based simulation assures that 
our proposed routing protocol exhibits better in terms of higher 
throughput, minimum packet loss and Deadline Miss Ratio 
(DMR). 

The remaining sections of this paper are divided as follows: 
Section II discusses some of the key literatures, followed by 
research questionnaires in Section III. Section IV presents our 
proposed research model implementation and algorithmic 
discussion. In Section V results obtained are discussed, and 
conclusion of the presented research work is given in Section VI. 
References used are given at the end of manuscript. 

TABLE I.  LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviations Definition 

WSN Wireless Sensor Network 
FQ-DNSRP Fault-resilient and QoS centric Dynamic Network 

Sensitive Routing Protocol 

MCC Mission Critical Communication 

QoS Quality of Service 

PIR Packet Injection Rate 

ALQ Adaptive Link Quality 
MAC Medium Access Control 

PHY Physical 

SD Service Differentiation 
DMR Deadline Miss Ratio 

FEEM Fault-tolerant and Energy Efficient Multipath-routing 

FLS Fuzzy Logic System 
EM-GMR Energy and Mobility-aware Geographical Multipath 

Routing 

FER Frame Error Rate 
DMRF Dynamical jumping real-time fault-tolerant routing 

protocol 

CH Cluster Head 
LA Learning Automata 

CCN Content Centric Networking 

DN Data Networking 
ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm 

ICMPSA Immune Cooperative Multi-Particle-Swarm Algorithm 

FTEAM Fault-Tolerant and Energy-Aware Mechanism 
FTS Fault-Tolerant Service 

EEDC Energy-Efficient Distance-based Clustering 

FTHMRP Fault Tolerant Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol 
HA Honeycomb Architecture 

DF Directed Flooding 
AODV Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 

DLQA Dynamic Link Quality Assessment 

IoT Internet of Thing 
SD Service Differentiation 

QF-DSNRP QoS Centric-Fault Tolerant Dynamic Network Sensitive 

Routing Protocol 
RTD Real Time Data 

NRT Non-Real Time Data 

DMR Deadline Miss Ratio 
PNTM Pro-active Node Table Management 

PIR Packet Injection Ratio 

PSU Physical Switching Unit 
OT Offset Timer 

BFN Best Forwarding Node 

FIFO First Input First Output 
BS Base Station 

CDCr Cumulative Degree of Congestion 

CDPrioritizedMax  Prioritized Queues 

 Sn  Node Set 

DLQE Dynamic Link Quality Estimation 
PRR Packet Received Rate 

PIR Packet Injection Ratio 

RTT Round Trip Time 

Tp Transmission Power 

DCRS Data-Centric Resource Scheduling 

AMC Adaptive Modulation and Coding 

FR-BFP Fault-Resilient Best Forwarding Path 
CDC Cumulative Degree of Congestion 

NRM Node Rank Matrix 

BFSN Best Forwarding Node Selection 
FQ-DSNRP Fault-resilient and QoS centric Dynamic Network 

Sensitive Routing Protocol 

PDR Packet Delivery Ratio 
DMR Deadline Miss Ratio 

PLR Packet Loss Ratio 

MDMRF Modified DMRF 
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II. RELATED WORK 

This section briefs some of the key literatures pertaining to 
fault-resilient routing protocols for WSNs.  

Bencini et al. [11] exploited cross layer design based MAC 
optimization for fault-resilient routing in WSNs. Authors 
exploited cross layer principle to reduce signaling overheads and 
energy consumption. Similarly Liang et al. [12] too tried to 
exploit cross-layer principle to derive a Fault-tolerant and Energy 
Efficient Multipath-routing (FEEM) protocol. Additionally, they 
applied channel coding and interleaving concept. The 
predominant contribution by authors [12] was the Fuzzy Logic 
System (FLS) based Energy and Mobility-aware Geographical 
Multipath Routing (EM-GMR), where FIS exploited key 
parameters, residual energy, mobility and inter-node distance to 
perform routing decision. Authors found that their proposed EM-
GMR model outperforms traditional geographical routing 
protocol, particularly in terms of higher Bit Error Rate (BER) and 
Frame Error Rate (FER) and low latency. Wu et al. [13] 
developed a dynamical jumping real-time fault-tolerant routing 
protocol (DMRF), in which individual node exploits deadline 
time of the data packets and forwarding node capability to 
forward packet to the next hop. In case of any node failure, their 
routing model executes jumping mode transmission that reduces 
latency and augments packet delivery ratio. With recently 
proposed routing model called IPv6 routing protocol for Low 
Power Lossy Network (LLNs), RPL, Chaithra et al. [14] 
exploited it to ensure fault-resilience. In their routing protocol 
Dijkstra‟s algorithm was applied to perform optimal path 
selection. As contribution authors developed a Blowfish 
algorithm to ensure transmission security.  

Ye et al. [15] developed a fault-tolerant routing protocol in 
cluster based WSNs for reliable data transmission. In their model 
at first they performed multi-layer non-uniform clustered network 
topology that could prohibit the inter cluster load imbalance 
problem significantly. Their overall model exhibited that the 
applied clustering approach could minimize energy exhaustion 
while maintaining maximum possible network reliability. To 
perform Cluster Head (CH) selection they applied FIS model that 
quantifies each node for its suitability for being CH. Furthermore, 
to ensure security they applied rollback model [15]. An enhanced 
effort was made in [16] by Beldjehem et al. who developed 
energy-aware multi-hop cluster-based fault-tolerant load 
balancing hierarchical routing protocol for WSNs. The prime 
motive behind the use of hierarchical fuzzy based clustering is to 
avoid cluster overlapping that permits efficient data forwarding. 
Misra et al. [17] developed AUxV a fault-tolerant routing model 
that exploits cross-layer principle and the learning automata 
(LA). In their approach LA was applied to estimate the optimal 
path in between source and the destination node. Authors [25] 
derived a mixed cross-layered and LA based fault-tolerant 
routing model for IoT ecosystem. In their model, LA and cross-
layer principle endow this flexibility to the algorithm so that the 
same standard can be used across the network. Unlike previous 
work [17], authors applied dynamic network condition and sleep-

awake scheduling for energy preservation. A critical review of 
fault-tolerant routing protocol was performed by Kakamanshadi 
et al. [18] who explored different routing models for WSNs like 
clustering based models, redundancy based models etc. In a 
similar explorative effort, Garcia-Luna-Aceves et al. [19] 
exhibited that the forwarding models such as Data Networking 
(DN) architecture and the original Content Centric Networking 
(CCN) architecture may not ensure reliable data transmission 
under dynamic network conditions. Xu et al. [20] developed a 
byzantine fault-tolerant routing model for large-scale WSNs 
where they applied a double-level hierarchical model. To achieve 
it, authors applied Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm 
(ECDSA) to avoid any attack probability and thus avoid 
unwanted energy exhaustion. 

Hu et al., [21] proposed a fault-tolerant routing model for 
heterogeneous WSNs comprising resource constrained nodes as 
well as resource-rich super nodes. Authors have proposed 
Immune Cooperative Multi-Particle-Swarm Algorithm 
(ICMPSA) that helps in swift route-recovery  amongst K disjoint 
paths connecting source to the nearest super node and super node 
to the sink. Hezaveh et al. [22] developed a Fault-Tolerant and 
Energy-Aware Mechanism (FTEAM) for lifetime optimization of 
WSN nodes. The predominant motive behind the FTEAM model 
is to recognize overlapped nodes and set-up the best ones to the 
sleep mode so as to conserve their energy so as to substitute died 
CH in a cluster. This approach reduces the probability of dead-
zone in WSN. To ensure network reliability, authors applied 
Markov model. Afsar et al. [23] developed Fault-Tolerant 
Service (FTS) for clustering based routing in which at first the 
overall nodes are divided into groups using Energy-Efficient 
Distance-based Clustering (EEDC) scheme. It is then followed 
by FTS is applied to ensure reliable data gathering. Their propose 
FTS model comprised three sequential phases: fault detection, 
fault diagnosis and fault recovery. Theja et al. [24] developed 
Fault Tolerant Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol 
(FTHMRP) that exploits hierarchical multicast routing concept 
for team multicast with fault tolerance. Bencini et al. [26] made a 
calibrated effort by applying cross layer principle to enhance 
MAC and associated routing protocol to deal with fault in WSNs. 
Erman et al. [27] developed a Honeycomb Architecture (HA) to 
assist data dissemination by applying dynamic network 
conditions such as multiple source and sinks. HA applies a virtual 
infrastructure called „highways‟ that signifies the region where 
all activity data are saved. In fact, in their model “highway” 
functions as rendezvous areas containing events and queries. 
Once getting the query the event data is searched in „highways‟ 
data table. Once finding the data it is forwarded to the sink. In 
fact, their model data dissemination model was fault-tolerant due 
to can bypass holes in the network. Saleem et al. [28] developed 
a self-optimized autonomous routing model using cross layer 
principle over IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack. Authors applied 
energy level and the velocity parameter from PHY layer to 
network layer while performing route discovery. Saleem et al. 
[29] developed a cross layer architecture based self-organized 
autonomous routing algorithm for WSN. Network parameters 
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like energy level, link quality and velocity were considered. 
Boukerche et al. [30] developed a QoS-aware routing protocol 
for event-driven, query-based and periodic WSNs. In fact, this 
approach exploited the clustering principle to enhance energy 
efficiency and fault-tolerance. However, to perform CH 
selection, authors applied inter-node distance parameter as 
decision variable. Akyildiz et al. [31] derived a unified cross-
layer routing model that substitutes the complete classical layered 
protocol design. As a novel solution, they developed a unified 
cross-layer scheme that exploits both network information and 
functional information at the layers of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol 
stack to perform routing. Their model emphasized on reducing 
congestion probability.  

Miremadi et al. [32] emphasized on assessing the efficacy of 
a fault-resilient WSN routing model named Directed Flooding 
(DF). Their model was functional on the basis of the flooding 
routing protocol where energy consumption was reduced 
significantly and hence lifetime of each node was increased that 
augmented fault-tolerance. However, authors couldn‟t deal with 
other link-outage based adversaries that could affect overall 
routing efficiency. A similar effort was made by Farivar et al. 
[37] who developed applied DF to perform energy efficient 
routing. To ensure energy efficiency authors focused on 
maintaining low aperture during transmission or broadcasting. 
Ahmed et al. [33] developed a fault-tolerant and energy efficient 
routing protocol by modifying classical DSR protocol that 
intends to obtain two routing paths connecting the source node to 
the sink by exploiting per-node residual energy availability. 
Korbi et al. [34] focused on coverage and connectivity to derive a 
fault-resilient routing protocol for WSNs. Authors exploited 
proactive network management model that intends to replace 
failed (even probable) node by a healthier one before 
connectivity outage happens. In case of fault occurrence and 
infeasible substitution of the “up to fail” node, their model 
executed a swift rerouting process to forward the traffic through 
“up to fail” node. Che-Aron et al. [35] dealt with the issue of link 
reliability by developing an augmented fault-tolerant scheme for 
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol, 
which was further applied in WSNs. Authors applied a backup 
route model by constituting a backup path for each node 
connected in the main path. In case a node gets failed in 
delivering packet through main transmission path their proposed 
model employs a backup route to function as main root so as to 
ensure reliable data transmission. Che-Aron et al. [36] developed 
a fault-tolerant mechanism for AODV to be applied in WSN. 
Towards intrusion caused fault-tolerance Lasla et al. [38] 
developed a secure multi-path communication model based on a 
distributed and in-network verification scheme, which does not 
require any referring to the base station. Additionally, their model 
applied a new multi-path selection approach to augment intrusion 
and fault resilience. 

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In this research the emphasis is made on exploring the 
efficacy of cross-layer design principle to derive a QoS centric 

and fault-resilient routing protocol for MCC [table I] 
communication over WSNs. Here, we intend to exploit different 
layers of the standard 802.15.4 IEEE protocol stack to derive a 
network condition aware geographical routing model. Our 
proposed method targets to facilitate a fault-avoidance measure 
for WSNs under dynamic network conditions. With this specific 
goal and the motivations from the literatures outcomes, we have 
identified certain solutions, which are presented in the form of 
preliminary research questionnaires. These questionnaires are: 

1. Can Cross-Layer Architecture be efficient in enabling 

network condition aware routing decision for fault-

resilient communication over WSNs? 

2. Can a service differentiation based fair resource 

scheduling model be efficient for MCC provision for real 

time even-driven communication over WSNs? 

3. Can the use of Dynamic Link Quality Assessment (DLQA) 

model be effective to ensure fault-resilient forwarding 

path selection for WSNs? 

4. Can a cumulative Score Matrix using current (per) node 

buffer availability, link quality, Packet Injection Rate 

(PIR) or Packet Velocity, be efficient for fault-resilient 

and QoS centric best forwarding path selection for 

WSNs?  
The overall research work emphasises on achieving answers 

for the above mentioned research questions that with affirmative 
outcome could lead an optimal and robust fault-resilient routing 
protocol for QoS and MCC provision in WSNs.  Based on the 
above mentioned (tentative) approaches, at first we present a 
problem formulation which is followed by the discussion of the 
proposed method and its implementation.   

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Being a decentralized and infrastructure less network, WSNs 
might undergo topological variations as well as link outage 
probability due to energy depletion or certain other interference 
reasons. Under such circumstances retaining fault-less 
transmission is vital for which faulty (say, dead node) node 
substitution, alternate path formation or fault-resilient path 
formation can be the optimal solution. The initial two approaches 
are based on “aftermath consequences” where one fault happens 
certain restoration efforts are made to enable data transmission. 
On contrary, in third approach it is intended to sense network 
conditions and associated parameters to avoid any node 
involvement in path formation that could lead link failure or 
outage. In this approach the real-time network parameters are 
examined and accordingly best forwarding node is selected in 
such manner that the node possesses sufficient link quality, 
reliable transmission efficacy, sufficient buffer availability and 
residual energy, and required PIR[table I]. A node fulfilling these 
criteria would ensure delay and QoS efficient data transmission 
while ensuring fault-resilience even under dynamic network 
conditions. Considering these features, in our research the third 
approach (i.e., fault-preventive measure) is considered as 
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motivation to derive a robust and efficient routing protocol for 
WSNs. 

Considering optimistic application scenarios of the WSN, it is 
perceptible that the static nature of WSNs confines its suitability 
for major mobility assisted wireless communication system. This 
is because of the static or fixed node characteristics and (fixed) 
network topology. Additionally, the native WSN protocol stack 
IEEE 802.15.4 doesn‟t possess mobility features. On the 
contrary, inclusion of the mobility feature can revitalize WSN to 
serve an array of applications including recently emerged Internet 
of Things (IoTs) applications. However, in practice the inclusion 
of mobility with WSNs might lead congestion, link variations or 
higher link outage probability etc.In practice, there can be the 
situations when payload might vary, residual energy might 
deplete over time etc that could eventually lead either data drop, 
node death or link failure. Such events are common in case of 
mobile-WSN conditions. Under varying network topology which 
is common under mobile network conditions, the variations in 
node characteristics is also inevitable that eventually affects the 
link-quality and reliable connectivity. This consequently might 
lead data drop and hence retransmission causing higher energy 
exhaustion. Such events could also affect QoS delivery 
adversely. To accomplish a fault-resilient routing protocol to 
serve QoS delivery requires link sensitive routing where link 
reliability and (per) node-efficiency play vital role. Thus, 
selecting nodes with expected states might enable optimal 
forwarding path selection. Undeniably, examining nodes 
dynamically for associated inherent property so as to characterize 
its suitability for being forwarding node in certain transmission 
might ensure fault-resiliency of the network, even under dynamic 
and time varying topological conditions. To meet this 
requirement and strengthen a routing protocol for fault-resilience 
it is inevitable to incorporate network condition awareness. 
Identifying different network parameters and node features in 
run-time might help route decision to ensure best (fault-resilient) 
forwarding path selection. An optimal solution to meet aforesaid 
requirement could be the assessment of the network parameters, 
such as buffer availability, adaptive link quality, PIR[table I], 
residual energy each node etc. To derive a novel routing solution 
these parameters could be retrieved from the different layers of 
the WSN protocol stack (i.e., IEEE 802.15.4 standard). In 
practice, performing data prioritization, which can play vital role 
in data specific routing decision, can be performed at the 
Application Layer. In other words, performing efficient Service 
Differentiation (SD) at the Application Layer can enable optimal 
resource allocation and respective QoS centric resource 
allocation. On the other hand, Packet Velocity or PIR estimation 
could be done at the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol 
stack. Similarly, the dynamic link quality and congestion could 
be obtained from the Network Layer of the protocol stack. 
Meanwhile, exploiting real-time data demands and MAC 
scheduling, PHY could be controlled to ensure optimal resource-
centric transmission. With this motivation, in this paper we have 
derived novel cross-layer architecture based fault-resilient 
routing protocol for WSNs that exploits Application Layer, MAC 

Layer, Network Layer, and PHY layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 
protocol stack.  

In this paper we proposed a novel routing model called Fault-
Resilient and QoS centricDynamic Network Sensitive Routing 
Protocol for Mobile-WSNs (FQ-DSNRP). To ensure reliable and 
fault-resilient link formation, FQ-DSNRP applies pro-active node 
management strategy. In major WSN communication purposes, 
data types and its priority often requires efficient resource 
scheduling. With this motive in this paper an enhanced SD based 
resource scheduling model is developed for Real Time Data 
(RTD) and Non-Real Time Data (NRT) type. Considering MCC 
application scenario we intend to schedule resources in such 
manner that RTD data gets sufficient resource (i.e., bandwidth) to 
meet QoS demand while assuring best possible resource 
provision to NRT. In addition, FQ-DNSRP proposed DLQ 
estimation, PIR or Packet Velocity estimation, Congestion 
measurements, Delay Sensitive Resource Allocation (DSRA) etc 
that eventually leads QoS-centric and fault-resilient best 
forwarding path selection for mobile-WSNs. Deadline sensitive 
data prioritization and transmission control enables our proposed 
FQ-DNSRP model to ensure MCC delivery. On the other hand, 
the consideration of network condition awareness assists in fault-
resilient link formation for successful data delivery, even under 
dynamic topological conditions.  

V. SYSTEM MODEL 

This section primarily discusses the proposed FQ-DNSRP 
routing protocol for mobile-WSNs. As already stated, the 
proposed routing protocol exploits cross layer architecture 
principle to derive targeted routing model. A brief of the 
proposed cross-layered routing model (i.e., FQ-DSNRP) is given 
as follows: 

A. Cross Layer Architecture  

To enable QoS communication provision in WSNs the 
routing protocol requires enabling minimum end-to-end delay or 
latency, minimum energy consumption, reliable data delivery, 
higher throughput, minimum or negligible Deadline Miss Ratio 
(DMR), higher bandwidth utilization etc. On the contrary, due to 
network dynamism and resulting topological variations nodes as 
well as connecting links undergo exceedingly higher fluctuation. 
Under such circumstances, exploring varied associated run-time 
parameters at the different layers of the protocol (IEEE 802.15.4) 
stack and correlating them to perform optimal transmission or 
routing scheduling can be vital to ensure fault-resilient and QoS 
delivery. In practice, different network parameters such as packet 
types and associated resource allocation, per packet deadline time 
estimation, PIR estimation, link quality estimation etc are 
performed at the different layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol 
standards. With this motivation, in this research work different 
functions such dynamic buffer availability estimation, cumulative 
congestion estimation, fair resource scheduling, PIR estimation 
or packet velocity estimation, DLQ estimation, and PHY 
switching etc have been developed and incorporated at the 
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different layers of the protocol stack. A snippet of the proposed 
routing model is presented in Fig.1. 

Some of the key functions of the proposed FQ-DNSRP 
routing protocol is given as follows:  

a) Pro-active Node Management, 

b) Cumulative Congestion Awareness, 

c) Dynamic Link Quality Estiamtion,  

d) Velocity Measurement or Packet Injection Ratio (PIR) 

Estimation,  

e) Service Differentiation Based Data Prioritization and 

Resource Allocation, and 

f) Physical Switching Unit (PSU). 

A brief of the proposed routing protocol is given as follows:  

1) Pro-active Node Table Management (PNTM)  
Since our proposed routing model intends to facilitate a novel 

fault-resilient and QoS centric routing protocol under uncertain 
network topology, for simulation environment we have 
considered mobile sensors nodes. The inclusion of mobile nodes 
in WSN imposes significantly high topological variations and 
link outage probability. Under such circumstances, classical node 
management approaches, node table management fails. 
Furthermore, it requires a proactive node table management 
approach that consequently facilitates sufficient information 
about nodes in run-time so as to help better routing decision. 
With this motivation, our proposed FQ-DNSRP routing model 
applies PNTM scheme that helps in swift forwarding ink 
formation to ensure reliable and QoS data delivery to meet MCC 
demands. 

Proactive Node Table 

Management 

Service-Differentiation 

and Data Centric 

Resource Scheduling

Dynamic Congestion 

Detection

Route Decision

Application Layer

Network Layer

MAC Layer

Physical Layer

Packet Injection Rate / 
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C
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s
s
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e
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Fig. 1. Cross layer archiecture based FQ-DNSRP for WSN 

In proposed PNTM[table I]mechanism each node updates 
associated node table distinctly in run time by transmitting a 
beacon message to the one-hop distant neighboring node. Here, 
the transmitted beacon message embodies significant information 
such as node ID, buffer availability (each node) DLQ with 
different links heading towards destination, PIR information, 
position coordinates, etc. Unlike traditional approaches, our 
proposed model alleviates significant signaling overheads 
(caused because of ACK signaling) that eventually reduces the 
computational complexity and hence energy consumption and 
delay. In FQ-DNSRP model each transmission packet is of 42 
bytes size, which is divided into three fields. The first field is of 
size 16 bits that primarily holds NodeID information. The second 
field comprises dynamic network (node) parameters such as 
buffer availability, DLQ, PIR, in 192 bits. Similarly, the third 
filed which is fixed at the size of 128 bits contains node position 
information. A snippet of the packet structure is given in Fig. 2.  

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Node ID

 16 bits

Link Quality DLQ

Buffer Availability PIR

192 bits

Node Position

128 bits

F1 F2 F3

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

Fig. 2. Packet structure 

In FQ-DNSRP model to prohibit packet collision the 
individual node broadcasts a beacon message that functions with 
the help of a random Offset Timer (OT). In our model OT is 
decided on the basis of a uniform distribution approach. Once 
getting any request (for packet transmission), the sensor node at 
first resets associated OT and the nodes (set) located in one hop 
distance and having equal or shorter distance to the nearest sink 
is updated in node table. Consider Nj  be a one-hop distant 

neighbor node and Ni  be the probable Best Forwarding Node 
(BFN). The other parameters, EF  and Ed  be the Euclidean 
distance from the connected BFN and the source node to the 
nearest sink. Then, the overall nodes NT  updated in the node 
table would be:  

𝑁𝑇 =  𝑁𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑗 |𝐸𝑑 − 𝐸𝐹 ≥ 0  (1) 

2) Cumulative Congestion Awareness 
Being mobile-WSN environment there is significant 

probability of congestion and collision. To deal with such issues, 
in FQ-DNSRP routing model each node broadcasts a beacon 
message, which is controlled by OT, as discussed above. Once 
getting transmission request, OT timer is reset and therefore the 
need of any ACK message is avoided. Interestingly, in FQ-
DNSRP model we don‟t preserve any source to destination route 
information as due to network (topology) dynamism routes might 
vary over time, and hence we apply PNTM model as discussed 
above. Network congestion and resulting contention events often 
leads data drop or sometime link failure in coordinated 
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communication schemes. Avoiding congested node in the 
forwarding path formation can play vital role. With this 
motivation, in FQ-DNSRP, we have incorporated a per-node 
buffer assessment based congestion detection approach at the 
Network layer of WSN protocol stack. Our proposed congestion 
awareness model estimates buffer availability at the node 
dynamically. As stated above as response to the beacon message 
neighboring nodes reply with its node‟s buffer information, i.e., 
buffer status, with the obtained buffer value FQ-DNSRP 
estimates congestion probability of the node. Once detecting or 
identifying a node insufficient with resources, FQ-DNSRP model 
avoids that node for forwarding path formation, else a node with 
sufficient buffer to transmit targeted data is considered for further 
suitability characterization such as distance from sink, PIR etc.  

Unlike classical routing protocols, being a QoS centric 
approach FQ-DNSRP facilitates two distinct buffers each node. 
One buffer is assigned for RTD data types, while other intends to 
carry NRT data types. With MCC delivery objective, particularly 
for RTD data packets FQ-DNSRP applies a priority based hash 
table. On contrary, for NRT data types the packets are stored in 
simple First Input First Output (FIFO) queuing approach. 
Considering the application specific requirement where RTD 
data is inevitable to be reached Base Station (BS) or process 
control, in FQ-DNSRP routing, RTD is given priority over NRT 
data that may be certain multimedia data (Ex. Audio/Video 
songs, voice messages, recording etc) or non-critical messages. 
Here, the priority of RTD data is made on the basis of its 
deadline time that intends to ensure timely and reliable data 
delivery to the BS so as to make early decision. In addition, we 
consider the distance between the source sensor node and the 
destination in prioritization process. Here, RTD packet possesses 

the maximum priority with minimum
𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 _𝑖

𝑑
𝑖
𝑗 , where TDeadline _i 

signifies the residual time of the packet of the (packet) deadline 

time. The other parameter di
j

refers the Euclidian distance 

between the forwarding node i and associated destination node j. 
To estimateTDeadline _i, we have applied the residual deadline time 

calculated with reference to the arrival time of the individual 
packet. In FQ-DNSRP model deadline time for each packet is 
stored and before sending a packet, its queuing time is subtracted 
from related deadline timeTDeadline _i . 

Now, to estimate the congestion probability at each node, in 
FQ-DNSRP model each node maintains a table for the status of 
the current buffer availability. As already stated, we intend to 
derive a fault-resilient and QoS centric routing under dynamic 
(WSN) network condition, hence under such circumstances the 
buffer availability could be varying over time period. To deal 
with this, FQ-DNSRP model derives a factor called Cumulative 
Degree of Congestion ( CDCr) . Here, the factor CDCr  
encompasses node information in addition to the impact of each 
neighboring node in a subset Sn . Mathematically, CDCr  is 
estimated using (2). 

𝐶𝐷𝐶𝑟 =
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧 𝑒𝑑

𝐶𝐷𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑎𝑥 + 𝐶𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑥

+  𝐶𝐷𝐶𝑟𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

(2) 

In (2), the parameters CDNormal  and CDPrioritized  refers the 
buffer available in the normal queue and the prioritized queue, 
respectively. Similarly, the other variables CDNormal Max  and 
CDPrioritizedMax  refers the maximum buffer capacity of the 
normal and prioritized queues, correspondingly. The total 
number of nodes in node set  Sn  is presented asCDCri . Once 
estimating the buffer availability per node, the routing decision 
(primarily, the transmission decision through the node) can be 
done. This as a result could avoid the unwanted collision 
probability. In this way, the avoidance of packet or data collision 
reduces the retransmission probability that eventually minimizes 
energy consumption and signaling overheads. In addition, it 
avoids latency or end-to-end delay significantly. 

3) Dynamic Link Quality Estimation  
Assessing current dynamics of the sensor nodes can help in 

identifying best forwarding node selection that can help in 
constituting the best forwarding path for reliable and fault-
resilient data transmission. Selecting a node with sufficient node 
parameters like buffer availability, congestion probability, link 
quality, PIR etc can ensure reliable data transmission. With this 
motive, in FQ-DNSRP applies a novel Dynamic Link Quality 
Estimation (DLQE) algorithm at the MAC layer. To perform 
dynamic or time-varying link assessment, we have applied 
Window Mean Exponentially Weighted Moving Average 
Algorithm [39]. Mathematically, WMEWMA algorithm 
estimates DLQ  ψ  as (3). 

𝜓 = 𝛼 ∗ 𝜓 +  1 − 𝛼 ∗ 𝑃𝑅𝑅 (3) 

In Eq. (3), the network parameter 𝛼 exist in the range of 0 and 
1 (i.e., 𝛼 ∈ [0…1]). In our proposed DLQE model, we have 
applied Packet Received Rate (PRR) to calculate DLQ value at 
an instant with a BFN node. We have estimated PRR as the ratio 
of the received packets to the total transmitted packets. 
Mathematically,  

𝑃𝑅𝑅 =   
𝑁𝑟𝑥

𝑁𝑡𝑥

  
(4) 

where𝑁𝑟𝑥  presents the total number of the received packets 
and 𝑁𝑡𝑥  signifies the total number of transmitted packets. 

4) Velocity Measurement 
Undeniably, the timely delivery and data forward from a node 

depends on its PIR or Packet Velocity that signifies the total 
number of packets being transmitted at certain instant. Unlike 
traditional routing approaches, in FQ-DNSRP model, we have 
estimated PIR dynamically by exploiting the key information 
such as the packet delay which is further applied to estimate the 
distance between the neighboring node to the nearest destination 
or sink node. In FQ-DNSRP model the dynamic PIR estimation 
assists in such manner that the routing decision doesn‟t impose 
data transmission on a node which is not sufficient or is having 
lower PIR than the expected packet velocity. It avoids data drop 
significantly. To estimate PIR, FQ-DNSRP model exploits key 
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information such as Euclidian distance between the source node 
and the nearest sink node, relative distance between the 
neighboring node and the nearest sink, average Round Trip Time 
(RTT) and the speed of radio signal. To ensure reliable and fault-
resilient communication assessing PIR can play significant role, 
especially in the identification of the Best Forwarding Node 
(BFN) and nearest sink  Si  selection. This is because closer sink 
provides more reliable forwarding path selection and hence more 
fault-resiliency. This as a result augments reliable data delivery 
over mobile-WSNs. In FQ-DNSRP we have applied Eq. (6) to 
estimate PIR.  

𝑆𝑡 =  
𝐷𝐸𝑆𝐷
𝑖 − 𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆

𝑖

𝑇𝑅𝑇𝑖
  

(5) 

Here, we signify PIR as the rate of packet transmission at 
certain definite Transmission Power Tp . 

𝑃𝐼𝑅 =  
𝑆𝑡

𝑅𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
  

 

(6) 

In Eq. (6), the parameter DESD
i  presents Euclidean distance in 

between source node i and the destination node. The parameter 

 DENS
i  refers the distance in between the source node i and the 

nearest sink. In (6), the parameters TRTi  and RMaxSpeed signify the 

average RTT of a packet and the maximum highest speed of the 
radio signal. We have applied the speed of light as the speed of 
the radio signal, over the distance in between the node i to the 
nearest sink. TRTi can be calculated as the variation of the time of 
a packet transmission and ACK receiving. Mathematically, TRTi  
is obtained using Eq. (7). 

𝑇𝑅𝑇𝑖 =
 𝑅𝐴𝑡

𝑖 − 𝑆𝑃𝑡
𝑖𝑁

𝑖=0

𝑁
 

(7) 

In Eq. (7), the parameters RAt
i  and Spt

i  present the time of 

ACK receiving and transmission time respectively. The variable 
N states the total number of packet transmissions. 

5) Service Differentiation (SD) Based Data Prioritization 

and Resource Allocation  
As already discussed in previous sections, to ensure reliable 

and QoS centric MCC communication, especially for RTD data, 
the optimal resource (i.e., bandwidth) allocation is inevitable. 
With this motive, in FQ-DNSRP we have developed a Data-
Centric Resource Scheduling (DCRS) approach in which it 
provides optimal resource to the RTD data, while ensuring 
maximum feasible resources for NRT data types. To achieve this 
SD prioritizes RTD data over non-critical NRT data. Noticeably, 
the classification of the RTD and NRT data can be done at the 
Application Layer based on application specific environment. In 
case, the buffer of a forwarding node is completely filled and 
requires additional buffer to forward the MCC centric RTD data 
that node could borrow additional buffer from the buffer assigned 
for NRT data. FQ-DNSRP applies this concept to ensure MCC 
and QoS delivery for RTD data types. Now, realizing dynamic 

network condition when even the buffer allocated for NRT data 
is completely occupied, SD drops some of the recently added 
data packets from NRT buffers. Noticeably, in FQ-DNSRP the 
RTD data is stored in a hash-table based prioritized manner, 
while NRT data is stored in FIFO manner, and therefore even 
dropping the last non-critical data element couldn‟t lead QoS 
violation.  In this approach, the proposed FQ-DNSRP neither 
requires additional buffer space nor drops all NRT data elements 
that makes it cost efficient as well as reliable for WSN 
communication. Thus, applying this approach, FQ-DNSRP 
ensures optimal fault-resilient and QoS delivery over WSNs for 
event driven real-time communication.  

6) PHY Switching  
The bandwidth and energy efficiency of a routing protocol 

significantly depends on the transmission scheduling and control. 
With this motive, a routing model requires data and network 
(condition) sensitive transmission control to ensure optimal 
resource utilization and minimum energy exhaustion. 
Considering it, we suggest dynamic network condition aware 
PHY switching model such as Adaptive Modulation and Coding 
(AMC) to augment overall performance. FQ-DNSRP model 
proposes to incorporate an additional PHY switching model at 
PHY Layer to adjust the value of Tp  to the required PIR to 
ensure timely and resource-efficient transmission. In practice, 
PIR estimation model can be executed in conjunction with PHY 
switching to synch PIR and respective Tp  value. Thus, applying 
above derived routing protocol, in this research work a Fault-
Resilient Best Forwarding Path (FR-BFP) scheme is developed. 
A brief of FR-BFP is given as follows: 

7) Multi-Constraints Rank Matrix Based Fault-Resilient 

Best Forwarding Path (FR-BFP) Formation  
As discussed in above sections, FQ-DNSRP exploits different 

(dynamic) network parameters to assess fault-resiliency of a node 
and the path before executing data transmission so as to ensure 
QoS delivery and fault-resilient transmission over Mobile-WSNs. 
With this objective in this paper we have exploited key dynamic 
parameters such as current DLQ value (ψ) of a node, Cumulative 
Degree of Congestion (CDC), current PIR of a node, and inter-
node distance (i.e., the distance between neighboring node and 
the nearest sink) to performBest Forwarding Node Selection 
(BFNS) model. Based on the current network status of a node to 
become BFN, we have estimated a Node Rank Matrix (NRM) 
NX_i for the ith node, given in Eq. (8).   

𝑁𝑋_𝑖 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝜓 + 𝛽2𝐶𝐷𝐶𝑟 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝑃𝐼𝑅 (8) 

In Eq. (8), the parameter 𝛽 signifies a weight parameter, 𝑁𝑋_𝑖  

refers the score matrix of a node 𝑖, and 𝜓 refers current DLQ 
value. The parameter 𝐵𝑅  states the buffer availability of the node 
at that instant and PIR refers packet injection rate of that node at 
that instant. Noticeably, in our proposed model the weight 
parameters𝛽1 ,𝛽2 , and 𝛽3  refers the weights assigned to each 

network parameters where,  𝛽𝑖 = 13
𝑖=1 . Once estimating NRM 

for each node its suitability to become BFN is estimated and 
based on that the best forwarding path is formed to ensure 
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reliable and QoS centric data transmission over WSNs. The 
overall proposed model for BFSN is given in Fig. 3.  

Multi-constraints Rank Matrix Based Best Forwarding 

Node Selection (BFSN) 

𝑰𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕:𝑂𝑛𝑒 − 𝐻𝑜𝑝 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,  
𝑁𝑅𝑀 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒, 
𝑶𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕: 𝐵𝐹𝑆𝑁 
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑆𝑀)  =  −1; 
𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒉𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑖𝒅𝒐 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑁𝑅𝑀
=  𝛽1 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 .𝜓𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖 .𝜓
+ 𝛽2.𝐵𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 
∗ 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖 .𝐵𝑟 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝛽3 .𝑃𝐼𝑅 ∗  𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖 ); 

𝐼𝑓𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ≤ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑁𝑅𝑀 _𝑖  𝑡𝑒𝑛 
𝐵𝐹𝑆𝑁 (𝐵𝐹𝑆𝑁𝐼𝐷) = 𝑖; 

𝒆𝒏𝒅 
𝒆𝒏𝒅 

Fig. 3. Multi-constraints Rank Matrix Based Best Forwarding Node Selection 

(BFSN) 

The simulation environment and results obtained are 
discussed in the next section.   

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This research work focused on deriving novel cross-layer 
architecture based routing protocol as a fault-preventive measure for 
mobile-WSN. Considering the significance of different network 
parameters, particularly under varying network topology or dynamics the 
proposed Fault-resilient and QoS centric Dynamic Network Sensitive 
Routing Protocol (FQ-DNSRP) at first emphasized on obtaining the 

dynamic network parameters such as current congestion probability, 
buffer availability, packet deadline time, and packet injection rate or 
packet velocity. To obtain these network parameters the proposed FQ-
DNSRP model derived algorithms which were applied on the different 
layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The proposed routing protocol 
applied key functions, pro-active node management, congestion 
awareness, dynamic link quality estimation, packet velocity or packet 
injection ratio estimation, service differentiation based data prioritization 
and resource allocation and physical switching. Here, at the network 
layer of the protocol stack key functions such as congestion detection or 
awareness model, pro-active node management, routing decision and 
buffer allocation functions were carried out. Similarly, at the MAC layer 
Packet Velocity or Packet Injection Rate (PIR) and the Dynamic Link 
Quality(DLQ) estimation were performed. Though, PHY switching is 
directly related to the rate of transmission and efficient power 
consumption control, a Physical Power Switching model was suggested 
at the PHY layer of the protocol stack. Unlike classical node 
management approaches FQ-DNSRP model applied proactive node 
management strategy that enabled it to deal with dynamic topology or 
mobile WSN scenarios. Furthermore, deadline sensitive data 
prioritization and data type based (fair) resource allocation strategies 
were applied to ensure QoS and MCC delivery over mobile-WSN. To 
assess the efficacy of the proposed FQ-DNSRP model, we considered 
both data types, RTD as well as NRT, where RTD was stored in buffer 
using a hash-table based prioritization. On contrary, NRT data was 
stored in FIFO manner. Furthermore, to perform fault-resilient and QoS 

centric communication over mobile-WSNs, a node rank matrix was 
obtained for each node, which was estimated dynamically over 
simulation period. Estimating the Node Rank Matrix, a transmitter node 
decides the suitability of its neighboring node to constitute forwarding 
path for deadline sensitive, reliable and QoS centric data transmission. 
The overall proposed model was developed using MATLAB 2014 tool. 
To assess the efficacy of the proposed system under dynamic topology, 
we have simulated it under (node) mobility scenario. Since, the 
predominant emphasis was made on enabling reliable data transmission 
and therefore the performance assessment has been done in terms of 
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Packet Loss Ratio (PLR), and Deadline 
Miss Ratio (DMR). A Snippet of the simulation parameters applied is 
given in Table II. 

TABLE II.  SIMULATION CONDITIONS 

Operating System Windows 2010, 4GB RAM, Intel-i3 

processor.  

Simulation Tool Matlab 2014 

Network Topology  Wireless Sensor Network  

Protocol  FQ-DSNRP 

PHY  IEEE 802.15.4phy 

Data Link CSMA 

Nodes 10-mobile modes,  

6 -static node  (Base Station)  

Node Radio Range 100 meter 

Mobility Circular mobility 

Simulation period 800 Seconds  

Payload  250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 
2250, 2500, 2750, 3000. 

BFN Selection 

Parameters  

Buffer availability, Dynamic Link Quality, 

Packet Injection Rate or Packet Velocity.  

Perormance 

Parameters  

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR),  

Packet Loss Ratio (PLR), and  
Deadline Miss Ratio (DMR) 

 
Since, the proposed system primarily focused on delivering 

the QoS centric communication over mobile-WSN by assuring 
fault-resilience data transmission, we examined the performance 
for both RTD as well as NRT data types. Since RTD delivery for 
MCC communication is inevitable for major sensor networks and 
hence we emphasize on assuring optimal data delivery for RTD 
data types, while maintaining best possible resource provision to 
the NRT data. To perform comparison of the proposed FQ-
DNSRP, we have taken a reference work [13], where authors 
have only applied the packet‟s deadline time and congestion 
probability to perform route decision. Additionally, this approach 
can be stated as an aftermath consequence resolution approach, 
where once estimating any fault probability or congestion 
condition, route-controller executes a jumping mechanism where 
node intends to bypass the number of nodes and jumps directly to 
a suitable node so as to ensure reliable transmission. Buffer 
availability under mobile-WSN network might change over time 
due to greedy nature of the sensors nodes, assessing available 
resource is must before initiating transmission. Though authors 
[13] have applied a classical congestion detection mechanism 
assessing congestion under varying buffer availability has not 
been done. On contrary, under mobility condition, where there 
can‟t be predefined node location jumping scheduling or control 
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seems highly difficult. In addition this approach doesn‟t 
emphasize on dynamic link quality, however the use of deadline 
time and congestion detection makes this approach somewhat 
suitable for QoS centric transmission. Considering this as 
positive posture of DMRF routing [13], we have further modified 
it with dynamic buffer estimation, deadline based data 
transmission scheduling with varying payload condition which 
seems inevitable for major applications these days. Thus, with the 
Modified DMRF (MDMRF) model, we have compared the 
performance of FQ-DNSRP routing protocol under dynamic load 
conditions and changing network topology and parameters.  

Since, our proposed FQ-DNSRP model applies multiple 
parameters in addition to the Packet Velocity information its 
suitability for real-time environment is must. On the other hand, 
authors [13] applied static nodes to form WSNs, which doesn‟t 
get affected due to node mobility and resulting topological 
variation. On contrary, our proposed routing model emphasizes 
on enabling optimal performance even under mobile node 
conditions, and therefore consideration of current link quality, 
buffer availability, deadline time per packet, PIR etc gives rise to 
a potential solution. Undeniably, with increase in payload, 
particularly under dynamic network conditions there can be the 
significant variation in current buffer availability of a node. This 
as a result could give rise to the congestion conditions that with 
improper handling may cause huge data (packet) loss and 
retransmission. Consequently it could impose huge 
retransmission and hence the energy consumption, delay or 
latency, signaling overheads would increase significantly. To 
alleviate such possibilities, our proposed FQ-DNSRP routing 
protocol applied Cumulative Degree of Congestion (CDC) which 
is estimated with the help of current buffer availability at a node. 
This value addition strengthens our proposed FQ-DNSRP to 
augment fault-resiliency and QoS provision better than the other 
existing approaches [13]. Before discussing the performance of 
the proposed routing model, a comparative depiction of the 
different existing systems and FQ-DNSRP is given in Table III.  

TABLE III.  ALGORITHMIC COMPARISON WITH THE EXISTING SYSTEMS 
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[11]       

[12]       

[17]       

[25]       

[26]       

[28][29]       

[31]       

[40]       

[41]       

[42]       

[43]       

[44]       

[45]       

[46]       

[47]       

MDMRF [13]       

FQ-DSNRP 
(Proposed) 

      

*Chart Coding  NA   YES 

To examine performance, we have obtained PDR, PLR and 
DMR values for both RTD data delivery and NRT data delivery 
over mobility assisted WSN environment. The performance 
assessment has been done distinctly for these two data types.  

A. Assessment Case-1 Real Time Data Transmission  

In this simulation case, performance assessment particularly 
in terms of PDR and PLR was done. To examine the performance 
the payload was varied from 250 to 2000 packets. This is the 
matter of fact that under dynamic or mobile node conditions in 
real time communication such as real-time multimedia data 
transmission, audio data transmission, video broadcast, industrial 
or similar monitoring and control related signal broadcast, there 
could be varying load conditions that eventually might affect 
available resource at the neighboring or the connected nodes. 
Thus, at certain time instant the lack of resource (i.e., buffer) 
might drop the data packet or in case of “buffer based routing 
decision” there could be delay in forwarding path formation. This 
as a result can affect the QoS delivery in WSNs. Therefore, to 
deal with such conditions the routing protocol is required to have 
the ability to ensure reliable and QoS centric data transmission, 
even with varying load conditions. With this objective, we have 
obtained the performance in terms of PDR and respective PLR by 
the proposed FQ-DNSRP and MDMRF routing protocol. 

Fig. 4 presents the PDR performance of FQ-DNSRP protocol. 
As depicted in the result the proposed FQ-DNSRP model 
exhibits maximum PDR of 96.98%, while the minimum PDR for 
the same was obtained as 92.25% at the payload of 2500 packets. 
The average PDR was found as 94.27%, which was higher than 
the existing MDMRF routing model (90.65%). Noticeably, the 
maximum PDR by MDMRF was obtained as 94.58% and the 
minimum was obtained as 88.20%.  In summary, the average 
PDR of the proposed FQ-DNSRP model was 3.85% higher than 
the existing MDMRF routing protocol. This performance 
augmentation could be as a result of DLQ that enabled fault-
resiliency in FQ-DNSRP and hence low packet drop 
thanMDMRF that doesn‟t apply DLQ as route decision matrix.  
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Fig. 4. PDR for RTD data  

 

Fig. 5. PLR for RTD data 

Fig. 5 presents the PLR for the proposed FQ-DNSRP model and 

the existing MDMRF scheme. Results reveal that the proposed 

routing protocol exhibits average 5.73% of RTD data loss, while 

MDMRF shows 9.34% of packet loss under dynamic network 

conditions. For QoS delivery and MCC communication purpose 

ensuring deadline sensitive transmission is of utmost 

significance. In this relation, our proposed FQ-DNSRP model has 

exhibited average 3.09% of DMR (Fig. 6). On contrary, the 

existing MDMRF routing protocol has exhibited average 4.45% 

of DMR, which is almost 31% more than the proposed FQ-

DNSRP routing protocol. It signifies that the use of DLQ 

augments performance of the proposed routing protocol that can 

be efficient for fault-resilient (say, reliable) and QoS centric 

communication over WSN under dynamic topology conditions.    

 

Fig. 6. Deadline Miss Ratio(DMR) 

B. Assessment Case-2 Non-Real Time Data Transmission  

Similar to the RTD data centric performance assessment, we 
examined the efficacy of our proposed FQ-DNSRP routing 
model for NRT data too. Since, NRT data packets too can have 
significant information for decision process, and therefore in 
proposed routing protocol, the emphasis is made on ensuring 
maximum possible performance and resource provision for NRT 
data transmission with minimum packet loss and maximum 
delivery. In sensor networks or recently emerged IoT ecosystems, 
there can be different applications such as NRT data logs or data 
gathering, non-critical multimedia data delivery etc, which could 
be used in future. However, these applications demand optimal 
data delivery (even for NRT), as the loss of packet data might 
impose retransmission that eventually would increase energy 
exhaustion and delay. Therefore, a routing protocol requires 
ensuring maximum possible PDR and minimum PLR to meet 
QoS delivery over WSN. With this motivation, we have assessed 
proposed FQ-DNSRP protocol for NRT data transmission under 
varying load conditions.  

Fig. 7 presents PDR performance for the NRT data. Results 
(Fig.7) present the average PDR of 88.51% which is 7.21% 
higher than MDMRF (81.30%). Fig. 8 presents the PLR of the 
proposed FQ-DNSRP routing protocol and the existing MDMRF 
scheme for NRT data types. Simulation results have revealed that 
the proposed FQ-DNSRP routing protocol exhibits approximate 
11.6% of the packet loss or PLR, while the existing MDMRF 
model exhibits average PLR of 18.7%. It signifies that the 
proposed routing protocol exhibits almost 38% lower packet drop 
or loss than the existing approach. It signifies that the proposed 
service differentiation based data prioritization and resource 
scheduling enables our proposed system to ensure best possible 
buffer space to ensure better NRT data delivery over WSNs.  
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Fig. 7. Packet Delivery ratio (PDR) for NRT data  

 

Fig. 8. Packet Los Ratio (PLR) for NRT data 

The overall results reveal that the proposed FQ-DNSRP model 

exhibits better than the existing systems that could be possible 

beacsue of the multiple network paramters for route decision 

mechanism. The cumulative consideration of the dynamic link 

quality, buffer availlity, SD based data prioritization and 

resource allocation, and deadline sentiive data tranmsisison etc 

enables FQ-DNSRP to exhibit better for MCC communication.   

VII. RESEARCH QUESTION REASONING 

To achieve a novel solution for fault-resilient and QoS centric 
communication over WSNs under dynamic topology conditions, 
in this research certain research questions were formulated. This 
section briefs the reasoning for the derived questions and 
respective justification.  

As stated in RQ1, whether cross-layer design approach can 
provide better fault-resilient solution for WSNs, it can be found 
that the use of different layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol 
stack and associated information sharing with different layers can 
enable optimal routing decision. For example, the velocity 
estimation at the PHY layer could be applied at the MAC layer to 
enhance packetization and rate of transmission control. Similarly, 
congestion detection related information at the network layer can 

be used at MAC to avoid a path or node to ensure fault-resilience. 
This as a result can help avoiding data drop and hence 
retransmission. On the other hand, identifying and categorizing 
the data types into RTD and NRT (using service differentiation), 
and accordingly providing optimal resources for their deadline 
sensitive transmission can be helpful to ensure QoS and MCC 
assurance. As stated in RQ2, the use of service differentiation 
(SD) to provide or assist fair resource scheduling for event driven 
communication, the results obtained have revealed it that the use 
of our proposed SD model can play vital role in assuring optimal 
performance for RTD delivery over mobile-WSN. The RTD data 
prioritization over NRT data and resource scheduling during low 
buffer availability could ensure that the RTD data reaches to BS 
on time so as to marinating QoS as well as MCC expectations. A 
well calibrated resource management as performed in this 
research could assure that even NRT data would get sufficient 
resource to enable maximum possible data delivery within 
deadline time. In RQ3, the efficacy of Dynamic Link Quality 
was expected to be examined. In this relation our simulation 
results have affirmed it that the use of DLQ based routing 
decision particularly under varying network condition can play 
decisive role in MCC delivery with fault-resilient assurance. 
Being a dynamic network mobile-WSN might undergo varying 
connectivity and link stability, and therefore including DLQ 
value of a node at certain instant can be helpful in the 
identification of the BFN that as a result can help in ensuring 
fault-resilient data transmission. This research work has revealed 
that the use of DLQ is must to be incorporated for QoS delivery 
and reliable transmission. From the results (PDR, PLR and DMS 
for different data types), it is evident that the existing system (i.e., 
MDMRF) doesn‟t apply DLQ that consequently causes data drop 
(higher PLR than the proposed FQ-DNSRP routing protocol). It 
signifies that under mobile or varying topology the use of DLQ 
value as route decision criteria can play significant role in fault-
resilient and QoS centric data transmission. Finally, in relation to 
the RQ4, it is evident that the use of multiple dynamic network 
characteristics such as current (per) node buffer availability, link 
quality, Packet Injection Rate (PIR) or Packet Velocity can be of 
paramount significance to perform a fault-resilient and QoS 
centric route decision. The results affirm that the assessment of 
different dynamic network parameters and their use as a rank 
matrix can be efficient to characters a node to become BFN, and 
thus identifying an optimal BFN the path formation can ensure 
fault-resilient and reliable transmission over mobile-WSN to 
meet QoS demands.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

With the motivation to derive a fault-preventive measure for 
reliable and QoS centric communication over WSNs under 
dynamic network conditions or topology, in this research a robust 
Cross-layer architecture based routing protocol was developed. 
Unlike classical routing approaches where merely single 
parameter such as either residual energy or link quality or inter-
node distance factor is applied for best forwarding node 
selection, in this paper a multiple (dynamic) network parameters 
based Fault-resilient and QoS centric Dynamic Network 
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Sensitive Routing Protocol (FQ-DSNRP) for mobile WSN has 
been developed. The proposed FQ-DNSRP model exploits 
network parameters at the different layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 
protocol stack, i.e., Application Layer, Network Layer, MAC 
Layer, and PHY layer to derive a robust routing protocol. 
Estimating these network parameters dynamically, a novel Node 
Rank Matrix (NRM) estimation is derived that signifies 
suitability of a node to become the Best Forwarding Node (BFN). 
Once identifying a node as suitable for becoming BFN, the best 
forwarding path selection has been done so as to ensure reliable 
and QoS centric mission critical or event driven communication 
over WSN, even under varying network topology. The key 
novelties of the proposed routing model (i.e., FQ-DSNRP) such 
as service differentiation based data prioritization and resource 
allocation,  pro-active node management, cumulative congestion 
awareness and congestion detection, dynamic link quality 
estimation, packet injection ratio estimation, and physical 
switching strengthen FQ-DNSRP model to ensure reliable 
forwarding path selection and deadline sensitive transmission 
over WSNs. The simulation results obtained exhibit that the 
proposed routing protocol can be of paramount significance 
towards real-time event driven (say, RTD) delivery over WSN 
under dynamic network conditions or topology. The comparative 
performance too applauds FQ-DNSRP model for its superiority 
for RTD data delivery while ensuring optimal resource provision 
for NRT data (under resource constrained environment). It 
signifies that the proposed routing protocol can be significant for 
real time MCC over WSNs. In future, other network parameters 
such as Received Signal Strength Index (ARSSI) or control 
packets etc could be considered as the network parameters to 
decide suitability of a node to constitute fault-resilient and 
reliable data transmission over WSNs. 
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